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Delay faults

I Narrow timing margins in modern digital circuits result in delay defects.
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I The probability that such a defect occurs increases with factors such as shrinking feature
sizes, increasing process variations or operating frequencies, aging/stress.

I Traditionally, timing is considered in connection with the logic design, physical design and
layout, and delay testing phases of the circuit development process and builds on principles
of delay characterization, fault models and timing analysis.
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What is this paper about?

I It presents a model checking approach aiming to facilitate the solutions of problems with
regard to analyzing consequences and testing of delay faults.

model checker checks if M |= ϕ
if M |= ϕ then it finishes, else it produces a counter-example
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I It expects that a circuit is modeled as a network of stochastic hybrid timed automata (SHA)
capable to describe the circuit both in the logical and temporal domains, including facts such
as uncertainty and variations.

I It expects that one gathers attributes and formalizes expected properties of a circuit and
transform the circuit into the proposed model.

I It builds on a statistical model checker (SMC) used to check the properties and to produce
a counter-example for each property being violated.

I It shows that the counter-examples can be transformed into test cases and finally, into a
delay test able to check whether the timing requirements are met.

Top-level view at our framework
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The stop-watch mechanism we used to model uncertainty

vDly = fDly()
x = 0 x == vDly

Delay faults: Modeling and analysis

vector generator signal propagator logic

I Pr[t ≤ tbound](|valact (x , t)− valexp(x , t)| > ∆x):
probability that the value at a node/line x deviates from the expected one by more than ∆x
within the specified time limit (tbound)

I applicationOf (v ) ;≤t valact (x) 6= valexp(x):
ability of an input vector v (or, a pair of vectors) to check whether the value at node/line x
deviates from the expected one for no more than t units of time

Example circuit: schema, timing of signals, representation
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